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Abstract 
We introduce the classes of column (row) competent matrices and prove that the 
local w-uniqueness of solutions to linear complementarity problem can be completely 
characterized by column competent matrices. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Given a matrix M E ~"×" and a vector q E I~", the linear complementarity 
problem [1,2], denoted by LCP (q, M), is to find a pair of vectors w,z E R" such 
that 
w-Mz=q,  (1) 
w~>0, z~>0, (2) 
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wTz = 0. (3) 
A pair of vectors (w, z) satisfying Eqs. (1)-(3) is called a solution of the LCP 
(q, M). A vector z is called a z-solution if there exists a vector w such that (w, z) 
is solution of the LCP (q, M). Similarly, a vector w is called a w-solution if there 
exists a vector z such that (w,z) is a solution of the LCP (q, M). 
Several types of uniqueness results have been studied in LCP theory. The 
first uniqueness result was established by Samelson et al. [3]. They showed that 
the LCP (q, M) has a unique z-solution for all q E ~" iff M is a P-matrix (n × n 
real matrices with positive principal minors). Local z-uniqueness of solutions 
was studied by Mangasarian [4] and Pang [5]. A z-solution, 2, is said to be 
locally unique if there exists a neighborhood of 2 within which ~ is the only z- 
solution. In Refs. [4,5], the authors howed that for all q E E" any z-solution of 
the LCP (q, M), if it exists, is locally unique iff M is nondegenerate, here a 
matrix is called nondegenerate if all its principal minors are nonzero. Moti- 
vated by a study of dynamical systems subject to smooth unilateral constraints, 
Ingleton [6] studied the w-uniqueness of solutions to LCP. He proved that all 
solutions of the LCP (q, M) are w-unique for all q E ~" iff M is column ade- 
quate, here M E [~ .... is called column adequate if 
zi(Mz)i <~ O for a l l i=  1,2 . . . .  ,n ~ Mz = O, 
and is called row adequate if M T is column adequate. Adequate matrices have 
been studied by Cottle [7], Eaves [8] and Ingleton [6,9]. The matrices and re- 
lated classes have also been studied by Murthy and Parthasarathy [10], and 
Murthy et al. [11]. It is natural to ask under what conditions the solutions to 
the LCP (q, M) are locally w-unique. The purpose of this note is to give answer 
to this question. After introudcing the column (row) competent matrices and 
discussing their properties in Section 2, we prove in Section 3 that local w- 
uniqueness of solutions to the LCP (q, M) can be completely characterized by 
the column competence of M. 
A few words about our notation are in order. Given ~ c_ { l , . . . ,n} ,  we 
denote by ~ the complement of ~ and by [~[ the cardinality of ~. For M E ~"×", 
we denote by Mi (Mi) the ith row (column) of M and by M~ the submatrix of 
M with rows and columns in a. Analogously, for any y E [~", we denote by y~ 
the ith component of y, and for any a c_ {1, . . . ,  n}, byy, the vector obtained by 
removing all components yi, i ~ ~, from y. We denote by e the the vector in En 
with all entries 1 and by I the identity matrix. 
Given M ER n×" and ~c_{1, . . . ,n} ,  define CM(~)E~ "×" as CM(~)~ 
= -M,  if i C :t and CM(~) ~ ---= I.~ if i ~ ~. CM(7) is called a complementary ma- 
trix of M. The associated cone, pos C~t~ 1 := {z E ~"lz ---- CM(~)v for some 
t l  v E E+ }, is called a complementary cone. The union of all complementary cones 
is denoted by K(M). 
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2. The competence of matrices 
In this section, we define the classes of  column (row) competent matrices, 
study their properties and discuss their relationship with column (row) ade- 
quate matrices and nondegeneratc matrices. 
Definition 2.1. The matrix M E ~"×~ is 
(i) column competent if
z i (Mz) , :O  for a l l i=  1 , . . . ,n  ==> Mz=O,  
(ii) row competent if
zi(MTz)i : 0 for all i = 1 , . . . ,  n ==~ M~z : 0, 
(iii) competent if it is both row and column competent. 
Definition 2.1 can be stated in terms of Hadamard product. Given u E ~" 
and v E ~", the Hadamard product of u and v, denoted by u • v, is defined by 
(u*v) i :u i ' v , ,  i :  1 . . . . .  n. 
Given M E ~"×", we define q~(x) : R" ~ R" by 
 M(x) = x • (Mx) .  
With these notations, we have the following alternative definition. 
Definition 2.2. The matrix M E ~n×" is 
(i) column competent if 
ker ~0 M = ker M, 
(ii) row competent if
ker q~M~ (x) = ker M T, 
(iii) competent if it is both row and column competent. 
Proposition 2.3. Each nonempty principal submatrix of  a column (row) competent 
matrix is column (row) competent. 
Proof. Let c~ C_ {1 , . . . ,n}  with [a[ = k, 0 < k<~n. For any y E ~k satisfying 
yi(M==y)i = 0 for i = 1 . . . .  , k, define z E ~n with z= = y and z~ = 0. Then 
zi(Mz)i = 0 for i = 1 , . . . ,n .  Since M is column competent, Mz = 0 and 
so m=~y = (mz)= = O. 
Similarly, we can prove the result for row competent matrices. [] 
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Proposition 2.4. I f  M = (mij) E ~n×~ is column (row) competent, hen so is DMD 
where D = diag(51, . . . ,  fin) is a diagonal matrix. 
Proof. Let z E R ~ be any vector such that z~(DMDz)~ = 0 for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Then 
for i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  
zi(DMDz) i = zi i mig zj 
n 
--= (~izi) Zmi j (~ jz j )  
j=l 
: (Dz),(MDz)i 
=0.  
Since M is column competent, MDz = 0 and so DMDz = O. 
Similarly, we can prove the result for row competent matrices. [] 
The following theorem gives a characterization of  column competent ma- 
trices. 
Theorem 2.5. The following two statements are equivalent. 
(i) M is column competent. 
(ii) For each index set ~ for  which det M~, : 0, the columns o f  M,  are linearly 
dependent. 
Proof. (i) :~ (ii). Let ~ be an index set for which det M~ = O. Then there is a 
vector ~ ~ 0 such that M~.~ ----- 0. Define z E ~n with z~ = ~ and z~ = 0. Then 
the nonzero vector z satisfies 
zi(Mz)i = 0 for i=  1 , . . . ,n .  
By the column competence of  M, M~z, = Mz = 0. Therefore, the columns of  
M,  are linearly dependent. 
(ii) ~ (i). Suppose there is a vector z~ gU such that z~(Mz)i=O 
for i = 1 , . . . ,  n, but Mz ~ O. Without loss of  generality, we may assume that z 
is nonnegative, otherwise we may apply the argument below to the matrix 
IQ=DMD where D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 
dii : 1 if zi > 0 and dii : - 1 if zi <~ O. 
Let ~ = supp z. By linear program theorem, there is a basic feasible solution 
,~ such that 0 ~ Mz --- M:~, supp :~ _c supp z, and the columns of Mrs are linearly 
independent where fl = supp :~. Obviously, fl :p 0. Since (Mz)~ = 0, we have 
M,I~£ p = (M~)~ -= (Mz)~ = O. 
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So Mt~ ~ is singular. By hypothesis (ii), the columns of  Mf~ are linearly depen- 
dent. We get a contradiction. [] 
Similarly, we have the following result for row competent matrices. 
Theorem. 2.6. The following two statements are equivalent. 
(i) M is row competent. 
(ii) For each index set ~ for which det M~ = 0, the rows o f  M~ are linearly 
dependent. 
The following theorem gives the relationship between column (row) com- 
petent matrices and column (row) adequate matrices. 
Theorem 2.7. The following two statements are equivalent. 
(i) (a) M is column (row) competent, and 
(b) M E Po(n × n real matrices with nonegative principal minors). 
(ii) M is column (row) adequate. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4.4 in Ref. [1], M is column adequate iff M is a P0-matrix 
and for each index set ~ with det M~ = 0, the column of M~ are linearly 
dependent. The result then follows from Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. [] 
We now prove a property of nondegenerate matrices which helps us un- 
derstand the relationship between column (row) compentent matrices and 
nondegenerate matrices. 
Proposition 2.8. Matrix M is nondegenerate iff ker ~PM = {0}. 
ProoL (i) ~ (ii). Suppose there is a vector z E ~ such that zi(Mz)i = 0 for all 
i : 1 , . . . ,n ,  but z ¢ 0. Let ~ = suppz.  Then ~ ¢ ~. Since (Mz)~ = M~z~ 
= 0, M~ is singular. We get a contradiction. 
(ii) ::> (i). Suppose there is an index set ~ for which det M,~ = 0. Then there is 
a vector 2~ ¢ 0 such that M~ = 0. Define z E ~" with z~ = ~ and z~ = 0. Then 
the nonzero vector z satisfies z~(Mz)~ = 0 for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. We get a contradic- 
tion. [] 
3. Locally w-unique solutions to linear complementarity problem 
Definition 3.1. A w-solution, ~, of the LCP(q, M) is said to be locally w-unique 
if there exists a neighborhood of  ~ within which vi, is the only w-solution. 
Lemma 3.2. I f(w, z) is a solution of the LCP (q, M), then there is a solution (w, 2) 
such that supp 2 C supp z and the columns of Ml~ are linearly independent, where 
/~ = supp :~. 
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Proof. Follows from linear program theorem. [] 
We are now ready to prove our main result on local w-uniqueness of so- 
lutions to linear complementarity problem. 
Theorem 3.3. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) M is column competent. 
(ii) For all vector q, the LCP (q,M) has a finite number (possibly zero) f w- 
solutions. 
(iii) For all vector q, any w-solution of the LCP (q, M), if it exists, must be 
locally w-unique. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii). Suppose for a certain vector q E K(M), the LCP (q, M) has 
infinte number of w-solutions (iv, z). By Lemma 3.2, for each solution (w,z), 
there is a solution (~, ~) such that ~' = w, supp ~ C_ supp z, and (M.i}i~upp ~are 
linearly independent. If wl :/: w2, then ~1 ~ ~2. So there are infinite number of 
w-solutions 0b, ~). 
Since K(M)  is the union of finitely many complementary cones, there must 
exist one such cone in which q has infinite many representations 
q = -~-~iMi  + Zf~/ Iy ,  (4) 
i~  jE~ 
where ~ = supp 2. Since {Mi}~c~ are linearly independent, we have det M~ ¢ 0. 
So the complementary matrix consisting of columns {M~}j~ and {Ij}i~ are 
nonsingular. But Eq. (4) has infinite number of solutions. We get a con- 
tradiction. 
(ii) =~ (iii). Obvious. 
(iii) ~ (i). Suppose for some nonempty index set ~, det M~ = 0, but {M.~}i~ 
are linearly independent. Let u~ 50  be such that M,~u~ = 0. Define 
q~ = -M~e~, and let q~ be such that 
q~ + M~(e~ + 2u~) /> 0 
for all small 2 ~> 0. For the vector q, define 
z~() 0=e~+2u~ and z~()O=O. 
Then 
w~(2) = q~ + M~z~().) = q~ + M~e~ + 2M~u~ = O, 
and 
w~()0 = q~ + M~z~(2) = q~ + M~(e~ + 2u~) >~ 0, 
for small )~ ~> 0. Therefore (w(2), z(2)) are solutions of the LCP(q, M) for small 
2~>0. 
So 
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If w(21) = w(22).~ then 
q~ + M~(e~ + 2,u~)J \q,~ + M~(e~ + 22u,)J" 
29 
()-1-;-2) M~ u~=0. 
Since {Mi},e= are l inearly independent  and u~ :~ 0, we have 
M~) u~ ¢ O. 
So )~1 = 22. There fore  for different small  2, we get different w-solut ion w().). 
This contradicts  (iii). The  proo f  is complete.  [] 
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